Obama Era
Dear Mr. President
Letter 5: The Kingdom is God
I can see that there will be a changing plan when others look at the Great Way’s
plan to bring a change to the way government details are structured. Yahweh is a
King, and His Kingdom truly is invisible. But you can have access to this invisible
Kingdom and have it influence how you live naturally. Why were Adam and Eve
placed here in the earth plan? Adam had a way to give his will in maintaining, in
structure, and the helper to give him strength and support was truly his partner,
Eve. God gave them a command: to govern. God gave them a command: to eat.
God gave them a command: to multiply. God gave them a command: to keep Him
in their hearts as the one and only God or have a plan of suffering will that would
take away relationship, power, and governing authority.
Why did Adam and Eve move in close ways with God, then still fall? Think about
that question. What does the heart of God say? Closeness will not take away
temptation. Closer friends will not give you strength in battle when you ignore the
level of strength that gives protection.
Closer. Have a look at how the Church way is separated. How can unity be given
when movings of their own plan will lead any future movement? Where does
God’s Word state that one part of His nature can be accepted yet without the
willing hearts of serving churches? God has many outlets for what is given, to
bring in a great soul harvest, but without movings of power, what happens? An
outreach for natural food would be given, but not a drink of the Great Holy Spirit.
How can the Church pride itself on how they plan when many want to drink of the
Great King Jesus? How can there be a turning in the earth when the Church has no
power?
The power of the Great Helper is a needed part of reforming. The plan can be
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given. The workers can show up. But without Yahweh giving the power planning
way, a level of striving will always have to be given to attain any goal set in place.
Powerful God Jehovah has to give His way, in leading, to have a purpose, built
into natural details that have Kingdom movings.
Demonstrate the Kingdom. How can this plan begin when those in power think
their movings have a way to lead even God’s will? So, what is God’s will? For
what moving? Have a deep plan and drink that power will be needed to give
Kingdom influence into any dealing that will give a way of hope and movings of
freedom. It has to be truly a plan implemented and allowed in the full ways of
structure—both with government and church ways.
Kingdom structure must have a leading way in all things in the full earth. But
where will it become debated? Where the churches strive to get their own planning
way in the stable work of God. But then there are times where God’s Spirit will
have a human point out which way shall be given to walk out, in natural planning.
Then, God’s Spirit must still give needed wisdom to bring His ultimate plan into
the full earth. What plan does God have? To move in giving out the Kingdom into
the full earth.
The Kingdom is God. God lives in unseen movings. And when it is demonstrated,
the two realms seem to merge and overlap each other. But the way of this natural
world came from God giving His will and speaking it into natural ways, with a
moving to reflect what cannot be seen with natural eyes. Living in natural plans
will not reveal Kingdom plans. You will need a connection with God’s hidden
realm, with power in Yahweh’s Spirit.
How can the Kingdom of God overtake natural living? It is easy when there is a
submitted servant giving the will in the Kingdom into natural planning ways. The
Great King will take human vessels of all shapes and all colors and shall make
yielded instruments who will give a King’s order into all realms, and the movings
of structure will be built upon a foundation that cannot be shaken. You have to see
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that Church ways have taken a Scripture and have caused great division and made
their will lead in higher ways over God’s plan. The Church structure is not built on
rules and regulations in how the person wears outside attire. God looks at a
person’s heart to determine if He can move in their way and purpose their willing
heart for Kingdom work.
When the Church way sees that their agenda has to be in line with Kingdom plans,
the Church will start to reflect who they are in Christ, not in their social rating
online. What will the nation’s leader be able to achieve in reading this letter? It
would be clearer: There must be a surrender in the structure, to allow God’s plan
and power to lead in all details in the Church structure.
The Church is the Body of God. When will the detail be clear, even to Yahweh’s
chosen people?
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